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I       am honoured to have been given the 

mandate to lead the Federation for another 

term at last year’s AGM. The past year has 

been busy and monumental for Singapore 

Sailing Federation (SSF), as we continue to 

make headway in the 10 Strategic Thrusts of 

The Next Leg (launched in October 2010), 

notching some milestones in Singapore’s 

sailing history.

The Federation remains committed to the 

three key pillars of High Participation, High 

Performance and Industry Development. This 

is aligned to the wider sports development 

framework under the Ministry of Culture, 

Community and Youth, and the Singapore 

Sports Council. SSF has been an active 

supporter of our nation’s Vision2030 

initiative to elevate the sporting landscape 

for the long term. Following on from the 

slogan ‘Live Better Through Sports’, we 

play our part in having Singaporeans ‘LIVE 

BETTER THROUGH SAILING’!

At home, it has certainly been exciting to 

witness the impact of sailing as we bring 

the sport into the consciousness of the 

Singaporean public. The Extreme Sailing 

Series was held in Marina Bay for the first 

time, creating a newfound affinity with 

spectators and leaving a lasting impression 

with the corporate sponsors and partners. 

The take-up rates among non-sailors for 

experiential sailing sessions in the Marina Bay 

have been extremely well received – this is 

key as it brings ‘new blood’ to our sport.

The refreshing new keelboat event offerings 

are convenient for working adults and 

students alike, and that has convinced me 

to ‘fray’ from Lasers to keelboats recently. I 

have been going sailing with my colleagues 

from work (many sailing for the first time!), 

taking part in both the Singapore Straits 

FOREWORD BY 
THE PRESIDENT

Regatta and the Corporate Sailing Series. You should 

have seen the excitement in their eyes when they 

won the Corporate Sailing Series and when the SB20 

broached during the Singapore Straits Regatta (albeit 

a different kind of look).

We have also been good citizens of the international 

sailing community. While I continue to volunteer on 

International Sailing Federation’s (ISAF) Medical 

Commission, we now have more Singaporeans in ISAF 

committees. Deputy President Dr Loh Kok Hua now 

sits on the ISAF Council as the Group K representative 

(comprising Southeast Asian and Indian Subcontinent 

countries); Vice President Rodney Tan serves on the 

Youth Sailing Development Committee, and CEO Tan 

Wearn Haw is a member of the Events Committee. 

Within Asia, Singapore continues to play its part in 

sailing development with Rodney serving as a Vice 

President of the Asian Sailing Federation (ASAF) and 

our General Manager / Secretary General Jason Lim 

serving as the ASAF Secretary General. With a strong 

and broad leadership base, SSF’s succession planning 

is well in place.
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LIVE 
BETTER 

THROUGH 
SAILING

“

“

2012 was the Olympic year and our sailing 

Olympians did Singapore proud by returning with 

Singapore’s best Olympic performance to date. 

Credit is also given to the entire Olympic team 

and their peers who missed out narrowly in the 

selection. It is important to remember that the final 

results were possible due to the intense and healthy 

competition within the team, which pushed our 

athletes to their peaks.

Our pipeline also shows promise, as our juniors 

in the Optimist successfully defended their world 

titles and returned with another clean sweep of all 

four World titles at stake. This is unprecedented 

and signals that we do have good junior sailors 

emerging for 2020 and 2024 Olympic Games. 

Our youth sailors also returned with World titles in 

the 420 class, with some seasoned campaigners 

coming back to clinch the Open ladies World title 

as well. Congratulations to our dedicated coaches 

and support staff and the families and peers of the 

sailors who contributed to the teams’ success.

It is not easy to maintain sailing’s position and 

it is a constant struggle. But we are buoyed by 

the support from our many stakeholders and the 

confidence and goodwill built up over the 47 years 

of Singapore’s sailing history. At our Annual Awards 

Night held in April 2013, it was heartfelt to see what 

we loosely termed as ‘five generations of sailors’ 

gathered together. It is important for the younger 

generation to meet the many ‘elders’ who have 

helped to build our sport in the early days. And for 

our younger generations to continue this virtuous 

cycle of coming back to give back to sailing.

While we celebrate our success and journey, it is 

with a heavy heart that we bid farewell to another 

stalwart, Mr Lawrence Hoh who was an active 

volunteer Race Officer and who introduced sailing 

and outdoor pursuits to many PE teachers in 

his time in the education sector as both teacher 

and subsequently lecturer at National Institute of 

Education.

I shall end with my exact same words from last year, 

for it remains as relevant a year on. ‘As we forge 

ahead, we must continue to remember our humble 

beginnings. And with each milestone of success, 

we remember the efforts of the many people who 

helped us in our journey.’

Thank you and sail on.

Dr Ben Tan
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The past year has been most challenging, 

exciting and yet enriching and fulfilling 

as the Federation not only broke new 

grounds, but also managed to strengthen 

our foundations in the process.

While we push on to keep up with the 

evolving landscape and environment that 

we operate in, it is important not to lose 

sight of some basic fundamentals and 

principles as we move forward.

GROWING… 
SENSIBLY, SUSTAINABLY

The expansion of our programmes, of the 

breadth and depth of the Federation’s core 

business places a strain on the system. 

While we help build our athletes and their 

future in sailing, the Federation as an 

organization is also constantly adapting, 

learning and growing as well. We have 

been assiduously building our human 

resource, putting in place a continuous 

learning pathway to develop our coaching 

and administrative staff’s capabilities.

It is not easy to keep increasing the size of 

our fleets, to welcome more people young 

and old looking to dip their toes in water. 

And this is a joint effort with all our clubs 

and marinas, public and private sectors to 

develop both the hardware and software to 

share our fantastic sport with more folks.

CEO’S 
MESSAGE

NURTURING 
CHAMPIONS OF CHARACTER

In the past year, sailing has continued to contribute to 

Singapore’s sporting excellence. Winning several world 

titles and having our Olympians fly our flag with stellar 

performances at the 2012 London Olympics.

More significantly, SingaporeSailing is committed to 

nurturing champions with good character, not merely 

winners. Through the Character Development Through 

Sailing (or CDTS) programme, we will now formalize 

this important aspect of holistic development and look 

forward to working with sailing stakeholders to raise the 

future generations of sailors.

To quote Olympic sailing legend, Paul Elvstrom’s words, 

‘You have not won the race, if in winning you have lost the 

respect of your competitors’. We hope that Singapore’s 

sailors earn the highest accolades, which are not medals, 

but the respect of their competitors.
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SAILING, 
BEYOND JUST A SPORT…
 
But beyond the performances, beyond the 

competitive side of sailing, there lies a bigger ocean, 

so as to speak…

Sailing represents an adventure, an adventure 

through life. The romance of casting off and sailing 

into the sunset is as important as the pursuit of 

Olympic excellence. It is this wider realm of sailing 

that anchors our shared passion and it is this basic 

tenant that guides us in increasing the accessibility 

of sailing and developing sailing beyond being just a 

sport.

And it is no surprise that we have an entire industry 

linked to sailing and boating worldwide. So, 

expertise in sailing or good seamanship and nautical 

skillsets become an asset in this fast growing 

industry in Singapore and the Asia Pacific region.

I had shared last year about how sailing served as 

a means for maritime explorations and founding of 

new continents. And how the monsoon tradewinds 

that continue to blow today were an important facet 

of Singapore’s early seaport trading history.

In Singapore, these winds on our shores over the 

past decades have allowed many to experience 

the joys of being out on a sailboat, for many young 

children to become independent captains of their 

own ship, for many adults to find their inner child…

I am optimistic that we will see more people 

beaming when they hoist their sails and cast off 

their anchor lines.

TOUCHING LIVES 
THROUGH SAILING

As a sport, as a sailing community, we have 

tremendous capacity to be a positive influence. 

And it is important that we build and leave lasting 

legacies for future generations.

In our own ways, big and small, we all reach out 

and help to build this sailing story in Singapore. 

We stand on the ‘shoulders of giants’ and we 

owe it to the people before us to take sailing to a 

higher plain.

As we sail on ahead, we will no doubt encounter 

challenges. We take this in our stride, and will 

have to work hard and work smart. As the saying 

goes, ‘A ship in harbor is safe, but that is not what 

ships are built for’. Likewise, SingaporeSailing will 

continue to explore the horizon and keep pushing 

on.

Thank you for the support and see you soon on 

the water!

Tan Wearn Haw

“

“

WE HOPE THAT SINGAPORE’S 
SAILORS EARN THE HIGHEST 

ACCOLADES, WHICH ARE NOT 
MEDALS, BUT THE RESPECT OF 

THEIR COMPETITORS.
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LOOKING BACK 
AT THE YEAR’S SAILING

3rd ASIAN BEACH 

GAMES

06/12

LASER RADIAL 
YOUTH WORLD 

CHAMPIONSHIPS 
2012

06/12

ISAF YOUTH 
SAILING WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIP

07/12

CLIPPER 
ROUND THE 

WORLD RACE

07/12

2012 IODA 
OPTIMIST WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIP

07/12

ASAF AGM

AT One15

06/12

AUDI URBAN 

CHALLENGE

08/12

2012 WORLD 
UNIVERSITY 

MATCH RACING 
CHAMPIONSHIPS

09/12

LONDON 2012 

PARALYMPICS

PHOTOS BY
IFDS

09/12

ASIA PACIFIC 
STUDENT CUP 

2012

	  
	  

09/12

SAILING TO 
PORT DICKSON 

WITH ALEX 
THOMSON’S 

TEAM

09/12

PESTA SUKAN 

REGATTA 2012

08/12

ATHELETES 
GIVE BACK 

PROGRAMME

10/12

NOSS SAILING 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 

2012

11/12

PUBLIC SERVICE 
CHALLENGE 

SERIES

11/12

INTER-CLUB CITY 
TWILIGHT SERIES

10/12

NORTH 
AMERICAN 
OPTIMIST 

CHAMPIONSHIPS 
2012

	  

	  

11/12

CORPORATE 

TGIF SERIES

	  

	  

09/12

420 OPEN & 
LADIES WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIP 

2012

07/12

SOUTHWEST 
MONSOON 

GRAND PRIX 
2012

08/12

EUROPEAN 
LASER 4.7 

YOUTH 
CHAMPIONSHIP 

2012

08/12

2012 
WINDSURFING 

WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIPS

08/12

LONDON 2012 

OLYMPICS

08/12

HUNGARIAN 
NATIONAL 

YOUTH 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 

2012

07/12
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OPTIMIST 

INVITATIONAL 

TEAM RACING

12/12

SINGAPORE 
NATIONAL 
420 & 470 

CHAMPIONSHIPS

12/12

19TH SINGAPORE 
STRAITS 

REGATTA

	  

	  

01/13

SINGAPORESAILING 
LAUNCHES 

CHARACTER 
DEVELOPMENT 

THROUGH SAILING

01/13

CHAMPION OF 
CHAMPIONS AT 

MARINA BAY

01/13

SIM 32ND 
SINGAPORE 
OPEN ASIAN 

WINDSURFING 
CHAMPIONSHIPS

	  

	  

01/13

PHOTOS BY
WINDSURFING ASSOCIATION 

OF SINGAPORE

SINGAPORE 
YOUTH OLYMPIC 
FESTIVAL 2013

03/13

PUBLIC SERVICE 
CHALLENGE 2013 

SERIES

04/13

EXTREME 
SAILING SERIES

04/13

2013 COUPE 
INTERNATIONALE 

MEDITERRANEENNE 
DE L’AMITIE (CIMA)

04/13

SINGAPORE 
SAILING 

FEDERATION 
ANNUAL 

AWARDS GALA 
DINNER 2013

04/13

Fish & Co. 
NATIONAL 

YOUTH SAILING 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 

2013

03/13

PHOTOS BY
ICARUS SAILING MEDIA

THE 
INTERNATIONAL 
FRIENDSHIP ALL 
JAPAN JUNIOR 
YACHT CLUB 

REGATTA 2013

05/13

KEELBOAT 

MATCH RACE 

LEAGUE 2013

02/13

NORTHEAST 
MONSOON 

GRAND PRIX 
2013

02/13

ISAF LEVEL 2 
TECHNICAL 

COURSE FOR 
COACHES

02/13

CORPORATE TGIF 
2013 SERIES

03/13

MIAMI 

OCR

02/13

MANA MANA 
OPTIMIST 

CHAMPIONSHIPS 
2013

03/13
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE1.1

SingaporeSailing’s operations and programmes are continuously guided by the 3 key pillars 

in Singapore sports development – HIGH PARTICIPATION, HIGH PERFORMANCE and 

INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT. In both planning and implementation however, these 3 key pillars 

are often intertwined and reflect the holistic nature of sports development. The Federation is 

also aligned to Vision2030 and works closely with various partners to create new initiatives and 

add value to existing programmes in our bid to ‘LIVE BETTER THROUGH SPORTS’.

SingaporeSailing’s Executive Committee members (with the exception of Honorary Advisor 

and Secretary General) are elected to office by its affiliate clubs (ordinary members) in 

accordance with the Constitution. The Executive Committee is responsible for setting the 

strategic direction for the sport’s development and guiding Management in the implementation 

process. Each Executive Committee member has taken charge of specific portfolios and has 

been actively involved in their respective areas.

MR PETER LIM

DR BEN TAN

BG (RET) DR LOH KOK HUA

MR RUPERT ONG

MS MOK KAH MUN

MR RODNEY TAN 

MR ANTHONY LIM

MR TAN HUA CHIOW

MR JASON LIM

HONORARY ADVISOR

PRESIDENT

DEPUTY PRESIDENT 
(FINANCE AND HUMAN RESOURCE)

VICE PRESIDENT 
(HIGH PERFORMANCE)

VICE PRESIDENT 
(AUDIT, HIGH PARTICIPATION AND KEELBOATS)

VICE PRESIDENT 
(INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT, STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS)

TREASURER

DEPUTY TREASURER

SECRETARY GENERAL

EXECUTIVE MEMBERS
SERVING IN 2011/2012 :

CORPORATE
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Mr NG SER MIANG
Patron

Mr PETER LIM 
Honorary Advisor

Mr BEN TAN
President

BG (Ret) Dr LOH KOK HUA 
Deputy President

Ms MOK KAH MUN 
Vice-President,

High Participation

Mr RUPERT ONG 
Vice-President,

High Performance

Mr RODNEY TAN
Vice-President,

Industry Development and 
Stakeholder Relations

Mr ANTHONY LIM 
Hon. Treasurer

Mr TAN HUA CHIOW 
Deputy Treasurer

Mr TAN WEARN HAW 
CEO

Mr JASON LIM SWEE KAY 
Secretary General
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SingaporeSailing also taps on volunteers to increase the breadth and depth of the 

leadership. The Sub-Committees serve to create a robust decision formulation and 

decision making process and involves both Executive Committee members and Co-opted 

members. The volunteers come from diverse backgrounds and provide the domain expertise, 

leadership and guidance in their various Sub-Committees.

BG (Ret) Dr LOH KOK HUA 
(Chair)

Dr BEN TAN

Mr TAN HUA CHIOW

Ms SOH SE-YEN 
(Secretary)

FINANCE 
Committee

Mr TAN HUA CHIOW 
(Chair)

Mr VINCENT LIM

Mr RASDEEN BIN MOHAMED ALI

Mr FOO SAY JUAN

Mr RICHARD CHUA KENG KUAN

Ms SOH LING YING
(Secretary)

REGATTA 
Committee

BG (Ret) Dr LOH KOK HUA 
(Chair)

Dr BEN TAN

Mr CHARLIE LIM

Ms SOH SE-YEN 
(Secretary)

HUMAN 
RESOURCE, 

NOMINATION & 
REMUNERATION 

Committee

Dr BEN TAN 
(Chair)

Mr RUPERT ONG

Mr ALBERT LEE

Mr LOCK HONG KIT

Mr MAXIMUS LIM KWANG MIN

Mr CHUNG PEI MING 

& 
Mr MARK PLUMMER 

(Secretary)

SELECTION
Panel

Ms MOK KAH MUN 
(Chair)

Mr RUPERT ONG

Mr RODNEY TAN

Mr ANTHONY LIM 
(In Attendance as Treasurer)

Mr TAN HUA CHIOW
(In Attendance as Deputy Treasurer)

Ms SOH SE-YEN 
(Secretary)

AUDIT 
Committee

Mr TAN TEE SUAN 
(Chair)

Mr TAN HUA CHIOW

Mr JOE DOTY

Mr JASON LIM
(Secretary)

APPEALS 
Committee

1.2 SUB-COMMITTEES
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Mr ANTHONY LIM 
(Chair)

Mr PETER LIM

Mrs DEBOARAH 
TAN

Ms NAOMI TAN

Ms JOAN HUANG

Board
OF TRUSTEES 
FOR SAILORS’ 

FUND

Mr RUPERT ONG 
(Chair)

Mr PETER LIM

Mr ONG SIONG KAI

Mr FRANCIS LEE

Mr ARTHUR TAY

Mr DOUGLAS FOO

Cpt SAHWAN BIN 
OSMAN

Mr STANLEY CHAN

AWARDS 
Committee

Ms MOK KAH MUN 
(Chair)

Mr TAN HUA CHIOW

Mr ANDREW TAM

Mr OMAR AGOES

Mr TAN THONG 
MENG

Mr PAUL KENDALL

Ms AUDREY TEO

KEELBOAT 
Committee

Mr NICHOLAS CONCEICAO 
(Chair)

Mr TIMOTHY KHOO 
(Deputy)

Ms SUE YAP

Mr TAN MONG KIANG

Mr RAMLE BIN MOHD 
SALLEH

Mr HO KAH SOON

Mr WANG YEW PANG

Mr CHUA TAN CHING

WINDSURFING
Committee

Dr BEN TAN 
(Chair)

Mr EVGENY BRASLAVETS 
(Advisor)

Mr IGO MATIVIENKO
(Advisor)

Mr BOB GAMBARDELLA

Mr TAN WEARN HAW

Ms PEGGY TNG

Dr TAISUKE KINUGASA
(Stepped down upon return to Japan)

Mr TONNY TAN

Mr DANIEL SMITH
(Stepped down upon return to Australia)

Mr ZHANG YONG QIANG

Mr CHUA TAN CHING

Mr FERNANDO ALEGRE

Mr CHUNG PEI MING 
& 

Mr MARK PLUMMER 
(Secretariat)

OLYMPICS 
PATHWAY

 Taskforce

Mr PETER LIM

Mr NG WEI JOO

Mr TERRY NAIR

MEDIA 
ADVISORY
Committee
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The SingaporeSailing Senior Management team comprises Chief Executive Officer 

Mr TAN WEARN HAW and General Manager Mr JASON LIM and Head of Finance and 

Human Resource, Ms SOH SE-YEN.

Mr CHUNG PEI MING heads the High Performance Department while Mr VINCENT LIM 

heads the High Participation department. 

SingaporeSailing’s team of administrators, coaches and support staff represents a dynamic 

and vibrant mix of individuals from across over 8 nationalities, coming together to deliver 

Singapore’s sailing objectives.

SingaporeSailing is a registered Charity, obtaining its Charity status on 31 August 2009, 

ahead of the requirements set by Singapore Sports Council for all National Sports 

Associations.

The Federation is recognized as an Institution of Public Character (IPC), having first 

obtained IPC status on 18th April 20111.

 The Federation works closely with the Singapore Sports Council on various fronts and 

adheres to the various rules and regulations required by Singapore Sports Council for 

National Sports Associations.

In accordance with the Constitution, the Finance Committee, Audit Committee and 

Regatta Committee have also been actively involved with the various initiatives under their 

charge. Additionally, the Board of Trustees for the Sailors’ Fund has been serving as an 

enhancement in corporate governance.

The Human Resource, Nomination and Remuneration Committee has guided Management 

closely in enhancing SingaporeSailing’s human capital. With a sound Human Resource 

framework, the Committee and Management team has been refining systems and processes 

to continually develop talent within the organization.

SingaporeSailing’s High Performance Department continues to receive endorsement of its 

strong systems and processes, having renewed the ISO 9001:2008 certification for another 

3 years in May 2012. The yearly continual assessment was conducted in May and June 2013.

The Federation also adheres to a strict policy on declaration of conflict of interests. 

All Executive Committee members and staff make declarations and signed off on their 

declaration of conflict of interest forms on an annual basis. There is no conflict of interest in 

the past year.

1 IPC status is valid from 18th April 2013 to 17 April 2017

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

1.3

1.4

MANAGEMENT
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Photo by Icarus Sailing Media
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The High Participation (or Mass 

Participation) programmes form the base 

of the SingaporeSailing’s efforts to build 

the foundations of sailing in Singapore. The 

approach centers around the key concepts 

of sharing the joys of sailing and increasing 

accessibility to sailing. This is done in 

collaboration with various partners and 

stakeholders, notably our affiliate clubs and 

marinas who represent the essential network 

of sailing and boating avenues in Singapore.

In 2012 and 2013, SingaporeSailing built 

on the existing programmes aimed at 

enhancing the quality of the sailing 

experience. Efforts were also made to 

leverage on the increasing exposure that 

sailing is getting beyond the sports and 

mainstream media. The strength of the DBS 

Marina Bay Sailing, Audi Singapore Youth 

Academy Sailing Programmes and Satellite 

Sailing Centre at Marina Barrage continue 

to engage and provide opportunities for 

a wider audience to experience sailing in 

iconic water spaces in the city.

HIGH 
PARTICIPATION

The National Sailing Centre (NSC) continues 

to offer a stable of entry, intermediate 

and advanced level learning pathways to 

allow sailing enthusiasts, especially the 

children and teenagers to develop their 

sailing interests and skills in a safe and fun 

environment. NSC remains a hive of activity 

year round, where the High Participation 

programmes operate to ensure that sailing 

remains accessible and affordable for the 

masses. Our coaches and instructors are 

focused on sharing the joys of sailing and 

igniting the passion for the sea in the next 

generation. Sailing is more than a sport, 

it provides a platform to learn essential 

lifeskills applicable outside of sports. And 

more importantly, it is a lifelong sport that 

everyone can enjoy!
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contested SB20 fleet. Though in its infancy, the 

programme is continually growing and in its 

second iteration, will feature quarterly expert 

clinics from top sailors and coaches worldwide.

In 2013, Audi extended the partnership with 

SingaporeSailing and further expanded the fleet 

to include a Catamaran programme. The Youth 

Academy now adds on 4 Formula 16 catamarans, 

ideal for youth sailors to enter the fast and 

exhilarating multihull world. This pathway is part of 

the wider national strategy to create the Olympic 

pathways. In this case, the multihull pathway is 

laid for youths to eventually step into Olympic 

campaigns in multihulls.

The pathway programmes for both sailing and 

windsurfing remain as the bedrock of the 

developmental pyramid. While the National Sailing 

Centre has been actively promoting the Optimist 

Certification Pathway – Opti Junior, Opti Sailor, 

Opti Racer and Opti Star, efforts have also been 

focused on helping the various affiliate clubs to 

increase the outreach of these ‘Learn To Sail’ 

Programmes.

Traditionally viewed as a feeder system for pipeline 

development of sailing talent for Singapore, the 

Youth programmes serve to provide additional 

pathways into the sport as well as bridge the 

junior and senior classes. Predominantly focused 

on the dinghy platforms in both double and 

single handed, the Youth programmes in both 

recreational and competitive pathways ensure that 

sailing continues to be part of both school and 

community life.

Through the new Audi Singapore Youth Sailing 

Academy, SingaporeSailing has added the 

keelboat training platform for youths. This 

additional pathway, modeled upon the successful 

youth keelboat training systems in New Zealand, 

Australia and United States, and adapted 

to Singapore’s context, would provide new 

opportunities for Singaporeans to further develop 

their interests and career in sailing and the boating 

industry.

The Youth Academy has seen its first batch 

graduate in March 2013. This pioneer batch 

participated in the Singapore Straits Regatta 

in January 2013 and placed 3rd in the keenly 

JUNIOR 
PROGRAMMES

YOUTH 
PROGRAMMES

Junior programmes are increasingly valued for their 

intrinsic value in holistic development of children. 

The character development and imparting of values 

through sport is an important cornerstone of the 

Federation’s programmes, especially the Junior 

programmes.
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ADULT & FAMILY 
SAILING

MODULAR
SAILING

In 2013 and 2013, we have continued to build on 

the previous years’ initiative to encourage adult 

and family sailing activities in the city water spaces. 

The revamped Marina Barrage pacer fleet and 

simplified launching cum storage facilities have 

improved operations and increased participation. 

SingaporeSailing has been actively supporting the 

various governmental initiatives and events, having 

the fleet of boats available for tryouts at family days, 

carnivals and various community events.

DBS Bank come onboard in 2013 to support our 

public sailing initiatives in Marina Bay and has 

adopted the keelboat fleet. The programme is now 

renamed DBS Marina Bay Sailing and since its start 

in January 2013, thousands of public members and 

DBS clients and employees 

have experienced sailing for 

the first time.

Apart from having the fleet 

sailing during other events 

held in marina Bay area, 

the collaboration has also 

created a new initiative 

whereby DBS sponsors 

The Modular Sailing Programme was launched 

at the Annual Awards and Gala Dinner Night 

on 21st April 2012 as the Federation’s efforts to 

provide a connected platform amongst sailing 

marinas and clubs to provide introductory sailing 

courses for public. The revised learning pathway 

allows for beginners to learn sailing in a flexible 

manner suited to their availability, and in ‘bite-

sized’ sessions. Organised in conjunction with 

our affiliate clubs and marinas, Modular Sailing 

further allows participants to experience sailing at 

different venues across the island.

free sailing for the public on every last Saturday 

of the month. A dedicated website was set 

up, and the dedicated website has received 

overwhelming interest, with the sessions 

constantly oversubscribed and slots snapped up 

within hours each time.

The activities in Marina Bay have increased 

awareness and exposure for sailing, and we will 

gradually see this interest and positive first-

time experience translate into benefits for the 

wider boating community. The corporate and 

public service series piloted in 2011 and 2012 are 

now run twice yearly, and we continue to see 

big corporate brands coming sailing, and using 

sailing as a means to network, bond and simply 

have fun!

Sailboats are now a familiar sight in the CBD, 

which incidentally has turned into the Central 

Boating District!
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REGATTAS 
AND EVENTS
2012 and 2013 remained a busy year for the 

High Participation team as the National Sailing 

Centre continued to host a multitude of regattas 

at club, national and international levels. NSC 

also continues to host junior sailor exchange 

programmes and welcomed Scandinavian and 

Asian Optimist sailors to Singapore. We have 

also welcomed foreign teams to train with our 

sailors, enhancing Singapore’s reputation as a 

training hub.

The events footprint continue to increase, with 

SingaporeSailing actively supporting the various 

events held at our affiliate clubs and marinas, 

ranging from the annual Singapore Open 

Windsurfing Championships to the Singapore 

Straits Regatta. New events with engaging 

formats and spectatorship focus launched in 

early 2012 have also been continued. These are 

aimed at increasing participation opportunities 

for recreational and competitive sailors alike 

such as the Northeast and Southwest Monsoon 

Windsurfing Grand Prix and the series of 

National Match Racing League events in coastal 

and Marina Reservoir locations.

The 19th Singapore Straits Regatta (SSR) held in 

January 2013 received a significant boost with the 

SSR Council coming together to rejuvenate the 

event. One of the original 3 key regattas in the 

Asian circuit, with The Phuket Kings Cup and the 

Raja Muda International Regatta, the SSR awards 

the Sir Thomas Lipton Perpetual Cup (donated 

by Republic of Singapore Yacht Club) being the 

final of 3 regattas. With One15 Marina awarded 

the hosting and organizing responsibilities for 

3 consecutive years, the regatta now enjoys 

the stability it requires to rebrand and grow the 

event for the longterm. The 2013 regatta enjoyed 

splendid racing conditions all week, and good 

winds and challenging sailing conditions are now 

synonymous with the SSR.

SingaporeSailing also announced a landmark 

partnership with Fish & Co in March 2013, 

unveiling a 3-year partnership to support the 

National Youth Championships. Renamed the Fish 

& Co National Youth Sailing Championships, the 

week long event saw world class competition and 

a tough contest as sailors raced for selection to 

this year’s international events. The support from 

Fish & Co vastly improved on the quality of the 

annual event, which also saw the introduction 

of the Olympic medal race format. And the final 

top 10 sailors and teams from the various classes 

raced in front of crowds on the shoreline and 

breakwater, delivering a unique spectatorship 

experience.

 Photo by 
Icarus Sailing Media
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SAILING 
GIVES BACK

The annual ‘Athletes Give Back’ activity held 

during the F1 weekend received added boost 

when SingaporeSailing partnered the Athletes’ 

Commission under SNOC to indulge in a day of 

sailing fun, in Marina Bay amidst the F1 race fanfare. 

In 2012, some of Singapore’s Olympians from the 

2012 London Olympics joined in with sailors to bring 

children out sailing. 

INTEGRATED 
SAILING EVENTS
As part of The Next Leg manifesto released in 

2010, SingaporeSailing resolved to be more 

inclusive in ‘Leaving No Classes Behind’. While 

this is a challenging task, the Federation has 

worked with partners and supporters in the sailing 

community to seed initiatives and cultivate a 

conducive environment for the myriad of sailing 

options to grow. Our disabled sailing programmes 

continue to be supported by Changi Sailing Club 

and Singapore Disability Sports Council. And the 

sailors participated in integrated sailing events such 

as the Pesta Sukan and Western Circuit Regatta at 

Raffles Marina.

The Federation also thanks the many volunteers 

and donors to the programme, and the organisers 

of these integrated events that bring the community 

together in a meaningful way.
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ISLAND WIDE 
ACTIVITIES
We are encouraged to note that sailing 

activities continue to develop island wide. 

The Federation continues to work with affiliate 

clubs and marinas to deliver on the goal of 

having sailboats dot our horizon. It is not 

without its challenges as our waterways reduce 

as our island grows, and where our northern 

coastline has also seen significant changes.

Nevertheless the developments in our 

neighbouring countries and the buoyant 

economy has sparked interest in the wider 

boating and lifestyle sector. And as a sport, 

sailing can leverage on this opportunity.
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HIGH 
PERFORMANCE

Singapore’s sailors have continued to perform 

well on the world stage, be it at the junior, youth 

or senior levels. Elite sports is a complex, evolving 

game that requires dedication and smarts, and our 

sailors, coaches and administrative staff are doing 

their best for the country.

Photo by Icarus Sailing Media
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The Olympic Pathway continues to guide the 
High Performance system. More fundamentally, 

SingaporeSailing is focused on upholding 
the principle of selection through open, fair 
and meritocratic processes. This fundamental 
belief ensures that the best athletes are given 
representing Singapore, and that athletes would 
be encouraged to come forward and give their 
best, for they know that only their results and 
performance matters. 

This culture would create a sustainable ecosystem 
for sailing levels to improve over the longterm.

The Olympic Pathway Taskforce’s review, 
findings and recommendations from 2011 remains 
relevant and the Taskforce members and High 
Performance team have been implementing the 
plans assiduously to ensure that Singapore’s 
sailing talents continued to be developed to their 
fullest potential. The Olympic Pathway Taskforce 
comprised experts from various areas of the elite 
sports development system, within and outside 
of sailing. This included several coaches with 
Olympic medal and world championship level 
track records. The Olympic Pathway Taskforce 
was advised by Olympic Gold medalists from the 
1996 Atlanta Olympic Games and multiple World 
and European champions – Evgeny Brasvalets 
and Igor Mativienko.

The work of the Taskforce was an upgrade of the 
2003 High Performance Sailing Strategic Plan, 
also chaired by Dr Ben Tan. The systems and 
processes had since brought Singapore success 
at the Junior and Youth levels internationally, 
and in a constant self-driven modus operandi to 
evolve and improve, SingaporeSailing looked at 
further iterative measures to meet the tomorrow’s 
sailing challenges.

While the work of the Taskforce has translated 
into some early success with the best showing 
at Olympics for Singapore sailing history at 
2012 London Olympics (where Colin Cheng was 
placed 15th overall in the Men’s Laser event and 
Elizabeth Yin was placed 24th in the Women’s 
Laser Radial event), the lessons from 2012 
London campaign have been incorporated into 
the 2016 Rio campaign.

Character Development Through Sailing

OLYMPIC 
PATHWAY

To complement the performance culture, SSF 
launched the Character Development Through 
Sailing programme on 26th January 2013. This 
programme forms the bedrock of the instruction and 
coaching methodology. 

The Character Development Through Sailing 
Programme was developed with experts from 
sporting, education and military leadership 
training domains over 18 months (since 2011) and 
will involve two segments – theory and practical, 
to be introduced gradually across the various 
sailing programmes run by the Federation. The 
theory segment uses scenario-based case studies 
in a classroom environment to highlight positive 
and negative examples in sailing. The practical 
segment is intertwined with the on-water training 
and competition environment to provide real life 
scenario learnings through debriefs by coaches and 
instructors.

The year round programme will be rolled out to club 
level programmes subsequently, across the national 
sailing landscape.

The programme is aligned with Singapore Sports 
Council’s Vision2030 and Ministry of Education’s 
increasing emphasis on character building. 
SingaporeSailing is taking the lead in ensuring 
that learning opportunities during training and 
competition, even in the most testing environment, 
are leveraged on to build Singapore’s athletes.
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CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT 
THROUGH SAILING

To complement the performance culture, SSF 

launched the Character Development Through 

Sailing programme on 26th January 2013. This 

programme forms the bedrock of the instruction and 

coaching methodology. 

The Character Development Through Sailing 

Programme was developed with experts from 

sporting, education and military leadership 

training domains over 18 months (since 2011) and 

will involve two segments – theory and practical, 

to be introduced gradually across the various 

sailing programmes run by the Federation. The 

theory segment uses scenario-based case studies 

in a classroom environment to highlight positive 

and negative examples in sailing. The practical 

segment is intertwined with the on-water training 

and competition environment to provide real life 

scenario learnings through debriefs by coaches and 

instructors.

The year round programme will be rolled out to club 

level programmes subsequently, across the national 

sailing landscape.

The programme is aligned with Singapore Sports 

Council’s Vision2030 and Ministry of Education’s 

increasing emphasis on character building. 

SingaporeSailing is taking the lead in ensuring 

that learning opportunities during training and 

competition, even in the most testing environment, 

are leveraged on to build Singapore’s athletes.
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The junior programmes form the base of the Olympic 

Pathway’s feeder programmes and provide our young 

sailors the foundational skillsets and experience to 

nurture their interest and future in elite sailing.

IODA World Sailing Championship (July 2012) - Dominican Republic

At the 2012 IODA Optimist World Championships held in the Dominican Republic, Singapore’s team 

of Optimist sailors comprising Jessica Goh, Edward Tan, Loh Jiayi, Yokoyama Elisa Yukie and Samuel 

Neo created a formidable record in Optimist sailing that is set to stay for years to come. 

The team swept all 4 world titles at stake, starting with the team racing world title, followed by the 

Miami Herald Trophy for the best overall team performance in the individual standings.

In the individual events, Singapore made an unprecedented sweep of all 3 podium positions. 

Yokoyama was crowned the overall and girl’s world champion, followed by compatriots Samuel Neo 

and Jessica Goh, 15 secured the second and third places respectively. 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
RESULTS - JUNIOR

EDWARD TAN

45TH

LOH JIA YI

5TH

JESSICA GOH

3RD

SAMUEL NEO

2ND

ELISA YUKIE YOKOYAMA

1ST

POSITION (Overall out of 289 participants)

IODA north americans (october 2012, Mexico)

At the 2012 North American Optimist Championships held in October 2012 in Valle de Bravo, Mexico, a 

fairly new Optimist team comprising Samuel Neo, Koh Yi Kun, Phua Shyn Ee and Aqylla Jumali, put up 

a commendable performance with Samuel Neo clinching the 2nd overall position, while Shyn Ee Phua 

claimed the 5th overall position. 

KOH YI KUN

016
/149

PHUA SHYN EE

027
/149

AQYLIA JUMALI

054
/149

SAMUEL NEO JIUN JIE

02
/149
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The North Americans and Dutch Youth Regatta serve as a developmental event for up and 

coming junior sailors and they raced against powerhouse sailing nations including the United 

States of America and The Netherlands.

Dutch Youth Regatta 2013 (May 2013) - Workum, The Netherlands

LOH JIA YI

8TH

EDWARD TAN

36TH

FATHNIN RASYIQIN BTE 
MOHD FIRDAUS

114TH

KOH YI KUN

14TH

SAMUEL NEO JIUN JIE

52ND

KOH YI NIAN

125TH

ISAAC TANG

289TH

BERTHA HAN JING

30TH

RYAN KWOK ZI QUAN

75TH

RYAN TEO YEE KANG

31ST

MATTHEW SCOTT LAU

80TH

POSITION (Overall out of 465 participants)

The Optimist developmental pipeline remains strong with the coaching programme aimed at 

holistic development of the junior sailors expected to form the backbone of 2020 and 2024 

Olympic campaigns.

The windsurfing junior developmental pathway also served to provide additional pathways in 

sailing. Consistent with the approach in dinghy classes to ‘build the fleet rather than the individual’, 

the junior windsurfers in the Bic Techno class benefitted from the renewed support in both training 

and competition programming, which was evident in the progress of the group’s performance 

throughout the year. 
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The Youth programmes remained a focal point 

in the overall developmental pathway along the 

single-handed, double-handed and windsurfing 

progression classes, providing the transition for 

sailors emerging from the junior programmes into 

the senior and Olympic programmes.

Under the guidance of the coaching team, 

our youth sailors continued to match their 

predecessors’ performances. The strength of the 

programme and its ability to constantly bring 

in new sailors, build them over a period of 2 

to 3 years and then ready them for the rigours 

of an Olympic campaign is largely due to the 

capabilities of our coaches and administrators.

The single-handed development focused on the 

Byte, Laser 4.7 and Laser Radial classes. Led 

by 1996 Olympian Tracey Tan and ex-National 

sailor Jackson Ho, the single-handed youth 

programmes have been largely focused on 

exposing sailors gradually to the intensity of elite 

level programmes, and benchmarking to their 

peers in the international arena. Jackson has 

progressed onto the double-handed pathway 

after a period of understudy with Coach Zhang 

Yongqiang who is now overseeing the Olympic 

women’s skiff programme. 

The growing fleet of Lasers coupled with the 

existing Byte feeder squads are essential to 

creating a healthy and competitive environment.

The double-handed sailors under the tutelage 

of coach Zhang Yong Qiang continued to 

develop their skills in the 420 class, notching 

strong performances at the 2012 420 World 

Championships. The double-handed group 

continues to grow under Jackson’s guidance.

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
RESULTS - YOUTH

In the windsurfing youth pathway, former Thai 

Olympic coach Krengkrai Sakulfaeng continues 

to work with TC Chua to build the pipeline of 

windsurfers. The reaffirmation of windsurfing’s 

position in the Olympic programme following the 

December 2012 ISAF Conference provides the 

confidence in future windsurfing development.
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European Laser 4.7 Championship & Trophy 2012 (August 2012) – Austria

Led by coach Jackson Ho, the team of sailors that took part in the European Laser 4.7 Youth 

Championship 2012 comprised of Ryan Lo, Bernie Chin, Danial Tan, Theodora Ng, Melissa Lee 

and Samantha Yom. Despite being a fairly new team, our youth athletes performed remarkably 

well against a highly competitive fleet comprising previous world champions, especially so for 

Ryan Lo, who clinched the 2nd overall position, ahead of several international sailors who are 

way ahead of him in terms of age and experience in sailing the Laser 4.7. 

THEODORA NG MELISSA LEE

DANIEL NORMAN TAN

SAMANTHA YOM

03/42 
(U16 

GIRLS)

RYAN LO

02/215
(BOYS)

01/92
(U16 

BOYS)

BERNIE CHIN

016/92
(U16 BOYS)

056/215
(BOYS)

068/215
(BOYS)

022/117
(GIRLS)

011/117
(GIRLS)

046/117
(GIRLS)
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420 World Championship (July 2012) - Neusiedler See, Austria

The double-handed sailors continued SingaporeSailing’s string of victories in 2012 by posting 

creditable finishes at the 420 Open & Ladies World Championships 2012 held at Lake 

Neusiedler See, Austria. Cecilia Low and Rachel Lee claimed the World 420 Ladies Trophy, 

while their fellow teammates, Griselda Khng & Lee Shu Xian, and Kimberly Lim & Savannah 

Siew sailed well to clinch the 3rd and 4th places respectively. 

Despite not making it to the top three positions on the leaderboard, Kimberly Lim & Savannah 

Siew still did well enough to bag home the Trophy William Sanchez-Diez (U16 Ladies World 

Champion) and the John Merrick’s Challenge Trophy, also known as the Junior Ladies World 

Champion’s title, which is awarded to the top placed teams where both helm and crew are 

aged 18 or under.

CECILIA LOW RUI QI

RACHELL LEE QING

01/36
(GOLD FLEET)

ANDREW TANG EN HAN

JONATHAN YEO

GRISELDA KHNG

LEE SHU XIAN

03/36
(GOLD FLEET)

DARREN CHOY

NATHAN TANG

KIMBERLY LIM

SAVANNAH SIEW

JILLIAN LEE

SAMANTHA NEUBRONNER

33/36
(GOLD FLEET)

17/36
(GOLD FLEET)

16/36
(GOLD FLEET)

04/36
(GOLD FLEET)
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Four Star Pizza ISAF Youth Sailing World Championship (July 2012) – Ireland

At the 2012 ISAF Youth Sailing World Championship held in Dun Laoghaire, Ireland, nine 

sailors were chosen to represent Singapore in the Laser Radial, 420, RSX and 29er classes. 

Led by coaches Tracey Tan (Laser Radial Coach), TC Chua (RSX Coach) and Zhang Yongqiang 

(420 Coach), team Singapore’s sailors did well in testing conditions, against some of the best 

youth sailors in the world. More than that, they were exposed to the intensity of Olympic level 

competition, and were able to make a benchmark to their peers in the international arena.

Boracay RS: One World Championshiops 2012 (Dec) - Philippines 

BRYAN LEE

JONATHAN YEO

29er

AMANDA NG

(Women’s)

NG SUE SHEN

Laser Radial

CHUAH JUN LER

(Youth Men)

KIMBERLY LIM

SAVANNAH SIEW

420

LESLEY ANN DE CRUZ

(Women’s)

AMANDA NG LING KAI

RSX

NICHOLAS WEE

(Youth Men)

ANDREW TANG

JEREMIAH YEO

420

AUDREY YONG

(Women’s)

JOEL YIN KAILE

Laser Radial

MERRICK PHANG

(Youth Men)

22/2316/2311/23

12/15

32/58

16/24

23/42
(GIRLS)

16/23
(GIRLS)

09/26
(GIRLS)

17/30
(BOYS)

09/1507/15
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The senior team was focused on the preparations for the upcoming 2013 SEA Games in Myanmar 

and planned 2013 Asian Sailing Championships (which has been postponed by Korean organisers 

to 2014).

One of the main preparation events leading up to the 2015 SEA Games was the Myanmar National 

Open Sailing Championships held in April 2013 where a selection of classes were used to test the 

SEA Games site and race management operations. A developmental team of windsurfers and 

sailors participated in the event, as Singapore’s support to our Myanmar counterparts and also as a 

pre-SEA Games site recce process.

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
RESULTS - SENIOR

Myanmar National Open Sailing Championship (April 2013) - Myanmar 

ANTHONY KIONG

STANLEY CHAN
3/4 (Open)

HALF
RATER

LESLEY DE CRUZ
3/3

MERRICK PHANG
5/9

LESLEY DE CRUZ
6/9 NICOLE LIM

1/4 (Girls O)

RS ONE GIRL 
DIVISION B

KLINSMANN ANG
9/9 (O) CHUAH JUN LER

3/8 (O)

RS ONE 
DIVISION B

NICOLE LIM
4/8 (O)

RS ONE GIRL 
(ABOVE 19)

RS ONE
DIVISION A

RS ONE
DIVISION B

RS ONE
(ABOVE 19)

RS ONE
(ABOVE 19)
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Colin Cheng and Elizabeth Yin represented 

Singapore at the 2012 London Olympic Games 

and returned with the best ever results for 

Singapore in their respective events.

Colin placed 15th overall (out of 49 nations) in the 

Men’s Laser event, the top Asian competitor.

Elizabeth Yin, who contested in the Women’s 

Laser Radial event, did remarkably well for her 

maiden appearance at the Olympics by finishing 

24th out of 41 nations, the best ever result for a 

Singaporean in the single handed female event.

The pair emerged from a closely contested series 

of selection events over a 3-month period leading 

up to the Olympic Games. The keen competition 

from other contenders ensured that the eventual 

representatives were deserving and duly prepared 

to produce good results at the Games. More 

importantly, by ensuring that the selections only 

ended 1 month prior to the Start of the Olympics, 

a bigger pool of athletes benefitted from the 

extended racing and support, thereby increasing 

the depth of the Singapore team and essentially 

laying a stronger foundation for 2016 Rio Olympic 

Games.

Singapore was also represented at the 2012 

Paralympic Games in the Skud 18 class by Jovin 

Tan and Desiree Lim. Held in the same Olympic 

venue, the team finished in a credible 7th position 

out of 11 nations.

Pre and post 2012 Olympic Games, the High 

Performance Department have already scouted 

the grounds for the 2014 Santander ISAF World 

Championships (the first qualification for 2016) 

and the Rio sailing venue as well, putting in place 

logistic and preparations in the coming years 

leading up to 2016 Rio Olympics.

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
RESULTS - OLYMPIC

Sailors in the Olympic classes have also been 

competing in ISAF World Cup events post 

2012 Olympics, rolling into the next Olympic 

campaign cycle. They are closely supported by 

the Singapore Sports Institute’s Athlete Services 

(in planning their elite athlete life matters) and 

the various sports medicine and sports science 

support elements.

Sailors are also starting on campaigns in other 

Olympic classes, with the 2013 SEA Games and 

2014 Asian Games as steeping stones towards 

2016 Olympics.
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ISAF Sailing World Cup - Sail Melbourne Cup Carnival

ISAF Sailing World Cup Miami (January 2013) - Miami, USA

ISAF Sailing World Cup Palma, 44 Trofeo SAR Princess Sofia-MAPFRE 
(March 2013) - Mallorca, Spain

ELIZABETH YIN
Women’s Laser Radial

3RD 
OUT OF 24 

(W)

ELIZABETH YIN
Women’s Laser Radial

VICTORIA CHAN
Women’s Laser Radial

SCOTT SYDNEY
Men’s Laser

SCOTT SYDNEY
Men’s Laser

COLIN CHENG

12RD 
OUT OF 29

10TH 
OUT OF 29

11TH 
OUT OF 28

(M)

24TH 
OUT OF 70

31ST 
OUT OF 119
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SingaporeSailing’s High Performance team 

continually focuses on developing high quality 

coaches specialized in their respective functions. 

Continual learning both in and outside of sailing 

and sport, through both formalized courses and 

informal attachments and interactions ensure that 

our coaches remain current and effective.

The coaching team forms the backbone of High 

Performance programmes and work closely 

with their counterparts in the High Participation 

programmes at the National Sailing Centre and also 

club and school level coaches.

In 2012 and 2013, our coaches have been exposed 

to overseas attachments and internship stints 

with foreign teams and coaches to build on their 

network and functional skills. Administrative 

The Olympic Pathway Taskforce 

recommendations from 2011 recognized the 

importance of athlete life management in late 

development sports like sailing, which often 

sees sailors peaking in their late 20s or early 

30s.

SingaporeSailing and Singapore Sports 

Institute have been piloting the Athlete Life 

Management Programme under the Joint 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
COACHING AND ADMINISTRATION

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
ATHLETES’ LIVES

staff have also been exposed to learning and 

development programmes, notably a 10-week 

fulltime attachment in Tokyo for Ms Soh Ling Ying, 

Assistant Manager for High Performance, with 

the Japan Sports Council’s Talent ID Unit/ Athlete 

Pathway Development Project. 

Management Team concept for Olympic team 

and selected National Youth and Junior Team 

athletes. The pilot programme has been in 

operation for over a year and has been a 

positive learning process for both staff and 

athletes, setting up the foundation of a larger 

programme in future. 
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The High Performance systems and processes 

are derived from the fundamental principle 

of fairness, openness and meritocracy. It is our 

belief that such a value system would create the 

breadth and depth of the various fleets in order 

for the best athletes to firstly commit and give 

their very best effort, and subsequently for the 

best athlete to emerge and represent Singapore 

on the world stage.

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
SYSTEMS AND PROCESSES

The High Performance Department’s adherence 

to the highest standards have been validated by 

the ISO 9001:2008 certification, which cleared 

the annual continual assessment in June 2013.
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RECOGNITION OF 
SAILING’S PERFORMANCES

Sailors and coaches were recognized for their 

2012 efforts by the sporting community at 

the annual Singapore Sports Awards Night. And 

the sailing community’s efforts in supporting 

Singapore’s sporting development and 

Vision2030 was reflected in the many awards 

garnered.

Our junior, youth, senior and Olympic sailors 

received commendation for their performances 

with the various awards bestowed.

In the Sportsboy/Sportsgirl Team Of The Year 

(Event) category, the 2012 Optimist World’s 

Team of Elisa Yukie Yokoyama, Jessica Goh, Loh 

Jia Yi, Edward Tan and Samuel Neo stood out 

with their world title wins.

But it was in the main categories that provided 

some pleasant surprises as selectors in the 

Singapore National Olympic Council Awards 

Committee. The results of the Awards 

Committee’s secret ballot were only revealed at 

the gala event itself.

Cecilia Low and Rachel Lee earned the final nod 

to be awarded Team Of The Year (Event) for 

their 2012 world title in the 420 Ladies, ahead of 

illustrious nominees with Asian bowling titles and 

Olympic table tennis medals.

Optimist coach Fernando Alegre was also 

unveiled as Coach Of The Year, recognized for his 

many years of contribution to Singapore’s junior 

development programme. Fernando was in good 

company amongst nominees such as Olympic 

medalist coach in table Tennis Zhou Shu Shen and 

former National Football coach Raddy Avramovic.

Elisa Yukie Yokoyama was also named SportsGirl 

Of the Year, capping off a wonderful night for the 

sailors and supporters gathered at the dinner.

SingaporeSailing congratulates all award winners 

and is optimistic that the awards would inspire 

our sailors to greater heights. The Federation 

also thanks the wider sporting fraternity, SNOC 

Awards and Selection Committee and our many 

friends for the faith in sailing and their support for 

our budding sailors!
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ELISA YUKIE YOKOYAMA

JESSICA GOH KAI LING

LOH JIA YI

EDWARD TAN YI ZHU

SAMUEL NEO JIUN JIE

RYAN TEO YEE KANG

MATTHEW SCOTT LAU WEN JIANG

National Optimist Team to the Asian 
Team Racing Championship

MERITORIOUS
AWARD
(EVENT)

ELISA YUKIE YOKOYAMA

JESSICA GOH KAI LING

LOH JIA YI

EDWARD TAN YI ZHU

SAMUEL NEO JIUN JIE

National Optimist Team 
to the Asian Team Racing 

Championship

TEAM OF THE 
YEAR

(EVENT)

LOH JIA YI

Sailing

SAMUEL NEO JIUN JIE
Sailing

MERITORIOUS
AWARD

(INDIVIDUAL)

ELIZABETH YIN YUELING

Sailing

COLIN CHENG XINRU
Sailing

MERITORIOUS
(INDIVIDUAL)

GRISELDA KHNG

LEE SHU XIAN

National Sailing 420 
Women’s Team

MERITORIOUS
(EVENT)

ELISA YUKIE YOKOYAMA
Sailing

SPORTSGIRL 
OF THE YEAR

FERNANDO JAVIER 
ALEGRE ARBULU

Sailing

COACH OF 
THE YEAR

RACHEL LEE QING

CECILIA LOW RUI QI

National Sailing 420 
Women’s Team

TEAM OF THE 
YEAR

(EVENT)

List of 2013 Singapore Sports Awards recipients:
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INDUSTRY 
DEVELOPMENT

SingaporeSailing believes in building the 

sailing and wider boating industry with our 

partners. Apart from affiliate clubs and marinas, 

partners both in and out of the sailing sphere 

play important roles in not just Singapore but 

the region’s boating industry development. 

Organisations like Singapore Boating Industry 

Association (SBIA) and the many initiatives 

led by club and marina Commodores and 

Presidents ensure that the ecosystem thrives.

In the past year, we have seen a wide range of 

activities and progress on the industry front, 

ranging from the Aseanarean Bluewater Alliance 

(an initiative formed to serve as a strategic 

alliance of premier cruising clubs and marinas. 

Its purpose is to promote nautical lifestyles and 

seamless marine tourism, by offering premier 

destinations, share local knowledge and offer 

special privileges for cruising yachtsmen and to 

support cruising yachts) driven by Mr Francis 

Lee, President of Raffles Marina to the efforts 

of the SBIA (led by Mr YP Loke) to provide 

expert opinion on inland water activities in a 

consultancy project led by Singapore Sports 

Council.

AN INCLUSIVE 
APPROACH

The Federation serves to create the connectivity 

and framework for productive and fruitful 

engagements amongst stakeholders. Following 

which improvements and advancements to the 

local boating scene could then be made.

One of these forums initiated by 

SingaporeSailing is the quarterly Commodores’ 

Lunch provided a sounding board and an 

informal setting for cross sharing of views and 

cross-pollination of ideas.

In 2012, the periodic contact session between 

the sailing and boating fraternity and Maritime 

Port Authority of Singapore (MPA) was 

restarted, serving as a dialogue and feedback 

session for both government and coastal 

water space users to better understand and 

manage the coastal water issues. This positive 
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which is the current Singapore University 

Sports Council chair, has brought much life and 

vibrancy to the city’s water spaces.

GROWING THE MINDSHARE AND 
VISIBILITY OF SAILING

Audi continued to support the Audi Singapore 

Youth Sailing Academy for 2013 and expanded 

its support to include a multihull programme. 

This new youth pathway now creates new 

opportunities for youths to gain access to the 

multihull Olympic pathway. The Academy now 

has 4 striking Formula 16 catamarans to support 

the youth training and competitions. 

For 2013, DBS Bank came onboard to support 

SSF’s public sailing activities, and the public 

sailing segment is now renamed DBS Marina 

Bay Sailing. The diverse programmes even 

includes a highly popular (and fully booked out!) 

free public sailing day every last Saturday of the 

month.

Fish & Co also marked their dip into sailing 

sponsorship by adopting the now renamed Fish 

& Co National Youth Sailing Championships. 

relationship with MPA is important as we grow 

the annual Singapore Straits Regatta, various 

club regattas and as Singapore hosts the 2015 

Southeast Asian Games.

Be it in small boat sailing, big boat yachting or 

windsurfing, SingaporeSailing remain connected 

with the key influencers of the various fleets and 

supporting them via a bottoms-up approach.

STRATEGIC 
PARTNERSHIPS

We continued to work with several key partners 

to deliver a wide range of projects with positive 

outcomes.

Building on the past year’s successful pilots, 

sailing in the city received growing interest 

as collaborations with both the Urban 

Redevelopment Authority (URA) and Public 

Utilities Board (PUB) allowed for more sailing 

activities in these eye-catching water spaces. 

The increased vibrancy for both public and 

tertiary sailing activities made possible by our 

partnerships with sponsors and also institutions 

like Singapore Management University (SMU), 
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The annual youth championships held every 

March are a key fixture in the annual domestic 

calendar and is a key milestone for any youth 

sailor aspiring towards the ISAF Youth World 

Championships and other Youth World events.

Sailing was also included for the first time 

in the Singapore Youth Olympic Festival 

(SYOF). Supported by the Singapore Olympic 

Foundation, the event was run in an engaging 

spectator and sailor friendly format in a 

beautiful stretch of water flanked by the 

Gardens By the Bay and the F1 Pit Lanes.

Alex Thompson’s Hugo Boss IMOCA 60 also 

visited Singapore as part of Hugo Boss’ tour 

of Asian cities to celebrate its 30 years in Asia. 

Kwang Sia Fashion, distributor for the Hugo 

Boss brand in Singapore worked with SSF to 

welcome the hospitality sistership and in its 

2 weeks stopover in August 2012, private and 

corporate guests, as well as Singapore’s junior, 

youth and Olympic sailors got a chance to 

experience the 60 foot yacht built for round the 

world solo. Kwang Sia Fashion also generously 

donated the $30,000 raised from the corporate 

sailing sessions to SingaporeSailing. SSF Coach 

and 2008 Olympian Terence Koh also sailed 

with the Hugo Boss team up the Malacca Straits 

to Port Dickson to acquire new experiences and 

knowledge beyond the Olympic and dinghy 

sailing.

These partnerships have allowed sailing to reach 

out to the masses and has demonstrated the 

diverse returns that sailing has to offer in sports 

sponsorship and marketing.

CELEBRATING SUCCESS 
TOGETHER

The sailing fraternity came together once again 

on 6th April 2013 at the Annual Awards and 

Gala Dinner Night to celebrate and fund raise 

for sailing causes. The poignant celebration 

was graced by Acting Minister for Culture, 

Community and Youth, Mr Lawrence Wong. 

Mr Ng Ser Miang, SSF Patron and several 

distinguished guests were present and together 

made up the some 5 generations of sailors and 

friends of sailing gathered.

The occasion reminded how far sailing had 

come over 47 years and showed how sailing has 

touched (and changed) so many people and 

continues to do so today.
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A CONDUCIVE ENVIRONMENT 
SAILING AND BOATING

The annual boat shows in Singapore, the 

Singapore Yacht Show hosted by One15 Marina 

and the Boat Asia hosted by Marina at Keppel 

Bay continue to gain prominence in not just 

Asia, but the world. The Singapore Yacht Show 

in particular provided an encouraging indicator 

of the growth potential in Singapore and the 

region.

The Federation congratulates both Marina at 

Keppel and One15 Marina on the successful 

hosting of the 2013 shows.

The Singapore Straits Regatta continues to 

regain prominence and relevance to local 

and regional boaters. The 19th edition was 

organized by One15 Marina in January 2013 and 

the newfound vibrancy and rejuvenated feel of 

the event bodes well for the future. The sailing 

clubs and marinas work on actively rebuilding 

this titular event is much appreciated and the 

Federation thanks all members of the Singapore 

Straits Regatta Council for their active 

contributions.

INSPIRING 
SAILING EVENTS

The Extreme Sailing Series returned to 

Singapore in April 2013 after a brief hiatus. The 

Series secured sponsorship from Aberdeen 

Asset Management (which also sponsors the 

annual Cowes Week in the UK) and support 

from Singapore Sports Council (SSC) to be in 

Singapore for 3 years.

The colourful Extreme 40 catamarans with their 

large sails in Marina Bay during the weeklong 

activities brought a new dimension to the 

sporting scene in Singapore. And certainly 

demonstrated the attraction and fascination of 

sailing.
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While Singapore’s sailors like Scott Glen 

Sydney and Justin Wong got the chance to 

race onboard the local invite team entry, the 

multitude of fringe sailing activities which 

included the MBA Alumni Regatta, Optimist 

Team Racing, Neilpryde RSOne Grand Prix and 

sailing tryouts, allowed everyone to get in touch 

with sailing.

SINGAPORE 
AS A TRAINING HUB

The increasing standards of Singapore’s 

domestic training and competition environment 

has seen more foreign teams and individuals 

coming to Singapore to spar with Singaporean 

sailors. SingaporeSailing welcomes such visits 

for it leads to a diverse and vibrant local scene, 

to the benefit of the local sailors. In hosting 

such training camps and local or international 

events, sailing does it part in building 

Singapore’s sports training hub vision as well as 

fulfilling tourism objectives.

In 2012, the Federation also created a fulltime 

Training and Development staff position 

to drive the development of instruction, 

coaching and officiating expertise both 

within SingaporeSailing and the wider sailing 

ecosystem. This is in anticipation of the 

upcoming 2015 SEA Games to be held in 

Singapore, and as a long term solution to 

ensuring that the sport is holistically developed 

across the various segments. Double-Olympian 

and retired educationist Mr Joe Chan heads this 

initiative and has been engaging stakeholders, 

increasing opportunities for development and 

building the framework for sustainablility.

SINGAPORE PLAYING 
ITS PART IN ASIAN AND 
INTERNATIONAL SAILING

SingaporeSailing is committed towards being a 

positive contributor to development of sailing 

beyond our own shores and in the next 4-year 

Olympic cycle, has more Singaporeans involved 

in sailing administration at the International 

level.

At the 2012 ISAF Annual Conference, President, 

Dr Ben Tan renewed his term on the Medical 

Commission. Under Dr Tan’s guidance, 

Singapore also has Dr Darren Leong as our 

Member National Authority (MNA) Doctor. Dr 

Leong is also leading a medical research study 

related to youth sailing, with team members 

drawn from a worldwide pool.

Deputy President BG (Ret) Dr Loh Kok Hua was 

elected as ISAF Council member, representing 
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Group K Member National Authorities (MNAs) 

(with the following countries: India, Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Myanmar, Pakistan, Singapore, Sri 

Lanka, Thailand, Vietnam and new additions 

from 2013 Brunei and Bangladesh).

Vice President Mr Rodney Tan was appointed to 

ISAF Youth Sailing Development Committee.

CEO Mr Tan Wearn Haw was appointed to the 

ISAF Events Committee.

Singapore also continues to contribute in the 

Asian sailing community actively, with Vice 

President Mr Rodney Tan serving as Asian 

Sailing Federation (ASAF) Vice President and 

Secretary General Mr Jason Lim serving as 

ASAF Secretary General.

As a whole, both Singapore and Singaporeans 

are committed to contributing to the wider 

sailing and sporting development nationally and 

worldwide.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
2012/ 2013
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LIVE 
BETTER 
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